
 
    
 
Welcome back to term 4 of P2. I hope you all had an enjoyable Easter break. Please find 
below some information for this term.  
  

   Homework  

Phoneme and spelling homework will continue along the same format as term 3’s homework. Children are 
to continue using their alphabet set of letters each week for making their spelling words, along with the 
phoneme/sound for that week and their word list. Please ensure you read the words on the list to your 
child and get them to make each word using the sounds, followed by writing them once in their jotter.  

   

Your child should then choose 3 words from their list and write 3 sentences in their homework jotter. 
They should also choose an activity from the VCOP (Vocabulary, Connective, Openers, Punctuation) grid at 
the front of their jotter to complete for at least one sentence.  

    

Activities can be done more than once. There will also continue to be maths tasks issued every two weeks. 
Homework will be issued each Monday and should be completed and returned by the Friday of the same 
week. 

 

                                               Reading  P.E.  

Your child will take part in class guided reading twice a week   P.E this term will be on a Wednesday 
and will carry out reading related activities on a daily basis.  and a Thursday. Please ensure 
Therefore please ensure they have their blue bag and reading   your child has their full P.E kit on 
book every day. A note of which days your child will have               these days, jewellery removed or  
guided reading will be included in their diary this week.                    stud earrings covered and a bobble  
They will also continue to have new common words                          for long hair to be tied back. This    
and common words they are not confident with                                 term we will also be taken part in ‘10   
home on their key-rings to practise.                                                       To Do’ with P1 and P3 and will be  
                                                                                                                       outside when possible. Therefore  
                                                                                                                       can you also ensure they have                                                                
                                             Library                                                              tracksuit bottoms/leggings and  
 We will be visiting the school library each Thursday                           a hoddie/sweatshirt in their P.E. kit.                           

 If children wish to change their book please                                                 

ensure they have it on this day. 

 
 
                                                                          Learning In class  

This term our theme is ‘In the Garden’ where we will be looking at life cycles, how to care for our 

environment and minibeasts. We will also be looking at Buddhism  and continuing to extend our French 

vocabulary. We will be learning about verbs and continuing to develop our independent writing and 

using VCOP (vocabulary, connectives, openers and punctuation) to help us do this.  In maths we will be 

continuing our work on money. We will also be looking at time, measure and introducing time tables. We 

will also continue to develop quick recall of number bonds to 20 which your child would benefit from 

frequent practise of at home.  

Thank you, 

 Miss Heron  



 


